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Every engineer knows building a house that will last
requires a combination of the right materials.
It’s much like the picture Jesus painted in Matthew 7 of
the wise and foolish builders. A house made on sand will
fall in a matter of time. But a house built on a rock can
stand strong, even in the midst of challenges.
When it comes to the right materials for building a
church’s financial integrity, many leaders simply don’t
know where to start. Or some think that establishing a
strong financial foundation is too difficult, or perhaps
only possible for large churches.
The good news is building a church’s financial integrity
is not as complicated as some might think. And all
churches, regardless of size, require the same basic
building blocks in the process: Committed Leadership,
Sound Financial Management, Appropriate
Transparency, Excellence in Compensation & Conflicts
of Interest, and Trustworthy Stewardship.

The Glue: Accountability
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Taking the analogy one step further, just like a physical
building requires a bonding agent to keep all its materials
in place, accountability is the “glue” needed to ensure
that the building blocks of financial integrity remain intact
over time.

Therefore everyone who hears these words of mine
and puts them into practice
is like a wise man
who built his house on the rock.
Matthew 7:24

The need...
The need for church financial integrity is hard to
overstate. While integrity can only enhance trust in a
church’s ministry, a lack of integrity—or even that
perception—can cause skepticism and a diminished
witness for the gospel.
The tools...
This short booklet introduces the 5 building blocks of
church financial integrity and the concept of
accountability that holds it all together. Along the way,
you’ll also find references to practical tools to aid you on
the journey of building integrity for your church.
Let’s get started!
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Here is a trustworthy saying:
Whoever aspires to be an overseer desires a noble task.
1 Timothy 3:1

It is not enough for givers, volunteers, or even the
majority of staff members at a church to be committed to
financial integrity. The building blocks discussed in this
booklet require as a starting point that the church’s
governing body (board(s) and/or committees) and
top-level staff members (or volunteers) embrace the
vision for financial integrity and its implementation on
a daily basis.
Without committed leadership, a church will simply never
create an environment where financial integrity can
thrive.
So, what is required of church leadership to be the
cornerstone for financial integrity? Strong, effective
governance is key.

While church governance models vary based on
scriptural interpretation and practice, financial integrity
has been proven to grow in an environment where a
governing body (elders, directors, trustees, etc.) keeps
the church accountable to achieving its overall mission,
including oversight of the organization’s financial
resources. (In some traditions, the congregation may be
the governing body and can delegate certain
responsibilities to appointed boards or committees.)
• Selecting Competent Leaders. One of the governing
body’s most critical tasks is to select a competent
leader (lead pastor, senior pastor, etc.) and maintain a
strong relationship with that leader who manages the
day-to-day operations of the church in carrying out its
mission.

Are your overseers biblically qualified?
Read 1 Timothy 3:1-7 and Titus 1:5-9
and consider how these passages provide checklists
for the godly character needed for church governance
from God’s perspective.
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• Governing Body Composition. Besides the
requirement that individuals serving on the governing
body meet biblical qualifications as interpreted by the
church, in the interest of financial integrity, it is
recommended that the governing body consist of at
least five individuals, the majority of whom are
independent in their judgment with respect to church
financial decisions.
This composition can help avoid a very small group
from controlling the organization and increase the
level of experience available to the group when
making important decisions. On the other hand, the
governing body should be small enough to act as a
deliberative body. If the board grows too large to meet
as a collective entity, then it can lose its ability to
effectively discuss issues and make decisions.

Requiring the predominance of independence in the
governing body helps ensure that official action will be
taken in the best interest of the church and without
partiality, undue influence, or conflict of interest.

CHECK YOUR FOUNDATION
Our church has a governing body
that oversees the church’s
financial resources.
Our governing body has at least
5 members, and a majority of
them are “independent.”
Our church evaluates the character
of committed leaders alongside
biblical qualifications set forth
in Scripture.

Two of the most common examples leading to “nonindependence” in a member of the governing body are
(1) employment relationships with the church, and (2)
family or material business relationships with a church
staff member or another member of the governing
body.
6

Now about the collection for the Lord’s people:
Do what I told the Galatian churches to do.
On the first day of every week, each one of you
should set aside a sum of money in keeping with
your income, saving it up, so that when I come
no collections will have to be made. Then,
when I arrive, I will give letters of introduction
to the men you approve and send them with your gift
to Jerusalem. If it seems advisable for me to go also,
they will accompany me.
1 Corinthians 16:1-4

As we can see, the Apostle Paul put controls in place and
used “approved” couriers to ensure the collection was
handled properly.
Building financial integrity in the church takes hard work.
It is not for the faint of heart.
In smaller churches, a volunteer church treasurer may be
the individual with responsibility for administering the
church’s finances. As the church grows, it may be able to
hire a business administrator, operations director,

executive pastor, or similar staff member to assist the
church in keeping its financial house in order. Whoever is
serving in this role should have adequate knowledge,
experience, and the resources needed to administer the
church’s finances with excellence.
While the details for sound financial management in
areas like budgeting, internal controls, and maintaining
appropriate reserves vary depending on the size and
scope of the church’s activities, certain baseline
principles are advisable for all churches desiring to build
financial integrity:
• Use of resources and compliance with laws.
Reasonable procedures should be established to
ensure that all church funds are used in conformity
with applicable laws and regulations (taking into
account biblical mandates) and to fulfill the church’s
tax-exempt purposes. In other words, churches fail to
demonstrate financial integrity if they use their
resources in ways that violate the law or do not further
legitimate church purposes.
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• Financial oversight. As part of its commitment to
financial integrity, the governing body (see Building
Block 1) should provide financial oversight, reviewing
on a periodic basis the church’s financial reports
including the balance sheet, a statement of revenue
and expenses, and a statement of cash flows.
• Internal audits. Once a church has at least a modest
budget ($250,000), an annual internal audit of the
church’s records can be helpful. Contrasted with
external audits (described below), internal audits
generally are performed by church members or by
persons closely associated with the church. See The
Annual Church Audit for more information and sample
internal audit guidelines.
• External audits. The governing body should approve
the engagement of an external/independent certified
public accountant (CPA) to perform an annual audit,
review, or compilation of the financial statements, as
may be appropriate depending on the size of the
church. The table (on page 10) offers recommended
guidelines for independent CPA engagements based

on church budget. Also check to see if the laws in
your state require an audit or other CPA engagement.

CHECK YOUR FOUNDATION
Our church has a staff member
(or volunteer) with adequate
knowledge, experience, and the
resources needed to administer
the church’s finances with excellence.
Our church has reasonable procedures
in place to ensure church funds
are used in ways that further our
church’s tax-exempt purposes and
are consistent with other legal
requirements.
Each year, our church conducts an
internal audit according to
recommended guidelines.
Each year, our church engages an
external/independent CPA for an
audit, review, or compilation of the
financial statements as appropriate
based on our size.
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Definitions

RECOMMENDATIONS FOR
INTERNAL/EXTERNAL AUDITS AND
CPA ENGAGEMENT
TOTAL
ANNUAL
REVENUE

3M
2M to 3M
250K
to

2M
At least

250K

RECOMMENDATIONS

Internal
Audit

Internal
Audit

Internal
Audit

Internal
Audit

+

External audit of financial
statements (GAAP/GAAS)

+

External review of financial
statements prepared on either
the accrual or modified-cash
basis of accounting

+

Compiled financial statements
prepared on either the accrual
or modified-cash basis
of accounting

+

When possible, compiled
financial statements prepared
on either the accrual or
modified-cash basis

An audit is a formal examination of financial statements
intended to assess the accuracy and thoroughness of
financial records. An independent CPA performs this
procedure on a set of financial statements in order to
render an opinion based on the accounting records
provided. An audit is more expensive than a review or
compilation because an opinion on the accuracy of
financial statements requires significantly more work than
that involved in either a review or a compilation.
In a review, limited procedures are performed as a basis
for expressing limited assurance on financial statements.
Although not as comprehensive as an audit, a review
provides more assurance than a compilation. A review
report states that: 1) the accountants do not express an
opinion on the financial statements and, 2) based on their
review, they are not aware of any material modifications
that should be made to the financial statements. A review
is less expensive than an audit but more expensive than
a compilation.
A compilation is the gathering of financial information
and the creation of financial statements for an
organization. A compilation involves no assurance on the
financial statements, as the accountant simply assembles
the financial statements for the organization. A
compilation is less expensive than a review (or an audit).
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Now, however, I am on my way to Jerusalem
in the service of the Lord’s people there.
For Macedonia and Achaia were pleased
to make a contribution for the poor
among the Lord’s people in Jerusalem.
Romans 15:25-26

The Apostle Paul was transparent in reporting about the
offerings collected in Jerusalem that inspired participation
from across the ancient world. Likewise, building financial
integrity today requires a church to be appropriately
transparent with its finances.
Financial disclosure is not only an accepted, expected,
and required form of accountability in society at large, it
also represents the even higher standard of openness for
Christ-centered organizations. Public disclosure protects
churches from the danger of claiming ownership of God’s
gifts. It also protects us from the temptation to acquire
assets as our lasting goal. Furthermore, the availability of
financial statements promotes responsible Christian
stewardship over resources as givers seek to make
monetary investments in the work of the Kingdom.

Churches committed to building financial integrity will
demonstrate their appropriate transparency by making
the following disclosures:
• Financial statements. Churches should provide a
copy of their most recent annual financial statements
(Building Block 2), either by making them widely
available to the public—for example, on the church’s
website—or by responding to written requests for the
statements.
• Project reports for specific-purpose gifts.
Churches should also provide reports, upon written
request, to givers who contribute to specific projects
for which the church sought or is seeking gifts.
Specific-purpose gifts are contributions restricted by
the donor for purposes more narrow than the general
operational purposes of the church. Examples of
specific-purpose gifts might include contributions to
church mission trips or capital campaigns. The project
report provided by the church should include the
amount of donated income, the costs related to
administering the project, and the amounts that went
12

directly to the project for which the solicitation was
held.
Bonus: Read more on achieving appropriate
transparency in TRUST: The Firm Foundation for
Kingdom Fruitfulness (Chapter 20) by Dan Busby.

CHECK YOUR FOUNDATION
Our church provides a copy of its
most recent annual financial
statements upon request.
Our church provides project reports
for specific-purpose gifts to donors
upon request.
Our church makes disclosures
required by law and has policies in
place to address appropriate
transparency in other areas not
required by law.
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Leaders who direct the affairs of the church well are
worthy of double honor, especially those whose work is
preaching and teaching. For Scripture says, “Do not
muzzle an ox while it is treading out the grain,” and “The
worker deserves his wages.” 1 Timothy 5:17-18

5:22). This requires establishing the appropriate policies
and procedures in advance to promote excellence in the
church’s process for setting the top leader’s
compensation and navigating conflicts of interest.
The following policies are recommended:

How a church handles setting leader compensation and
conflicts of interest on the staff and governing body is
critical to building its financial integrity. While
compensation and conflicts of interest are two distinct
areas, what they share in common is the potential for
individuals in positions of influence to gain an improper
personal benefit at the organization’s expense.
In the vast majority of churches, leaders are not being
compensated at unreasonably high levels for their
services. Similarly, most church staff and members of the
governing body do not use their positions of influence
within the church to gain personal benefit.
Despite the fact that problems in these areas exist in only
a small percentage of congregations, churches that
desire to build financial integrity must be proactive to
prevent even the appearance of wrongdoing (1 Thess.

• Compensation-setting. The governing body
(Building Block 1) should take an active role in the
compensation-setting process by annually approving
the top leader’s total compensation package (taxable
and nontaxable amounts, including base salary,
housing allowance, benefits, etc). Additionally, they
should be made aware of the amount of
compensation paid to anyone on the church staff
related to the top leader. As the top leader’s
compensation increases, so should the level of due
diligence exercised by the governing body. Churches
can increase integrity in the compensation-setting
process by:
1. Excluding anyone with a conflict of interest from the
discussion and vote related to the leader’s
compensation,
15

2. Obtaining reliable comparability data from church
compensation surveys or other sources to ensure
the amount approved is reasonable, and
3. Documenting the decision and the process used to
determine compensation in a timely manner in the
church’s corporate records, such as governing
board meeting minutes.
• Conflicts of interest. The church should adopt a
conflict of interest policy covering key staff and
members of the governing body. Any significant
business transactions involving a potential conflict of
interest should be considered by the church pursuant
to the policy, and the church should not enter into the
transaction unless the governing body has
affirmatively taken steps in advance to meet the
following requirements:

2. The church obtains reliable comparability
information regarding the terms of the transaction
from appropriate independent sources such as
competitive bids, independent appraisals, or
independent expert opinions.
3. The church’s governing body has affirmatively
determined that entering into the transaction is in
the church’s best interests.
4. The church documents the elements above in a
timely manner, as well as the governing body’s
approval of the transaction.

1. All parties with a conflict of interest (direct or
indirect) are excluded from the discussion and vote
related to approval of the transaction.
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CHECK YOUR FOUNDATION
The governing body (or congregation)
annually approves the top leader’s
total compensation package.
The level of due diligence in
compensation-setting increases
as the top leader’s total compensation
increases.
Our church has adopted a sound
conflict-of-interest policy covering
key staff and members of the
governing body.
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We want to avoid any criticism
of the way we administer this liberal gift.
For we are taking pains to do what is right,
not only in the eyes of the Lord
but also in the eyes of man.
2 Corinthians 8:20-21

One of the surest ways for a church to fail in its financial
integrity is to demonstrate a lack of faithfulness in how it
raises and spends resources.
Some church leaders tend to think that “fundraising”
is just a nonprofit issue, and therefore any of the
challenges that may arise in raising resources do not
apply to them. False.
While it is true that the giving process in churches takes a
different form than in other ministry fundraising contexts,
some of the same potential issues can arise. Churches
likewise must take care to incorporate principles of good
stewardship.

Building financial integrity in the church requires following
these key principles:
• Truthfulness in communications. Churches have the
responsibility to represent facts truthfully when
communicating with givers. All components of a
stewardship resource appeal (taken in part and as a
whole) should communicate the appeal accurately,
completely, and truthfully to the prospective giver. After
reading or hearing the appeal, the prospective giver’s
perception of the appeal should be as close to the
actual facts as possible.
• Honoring giver expectations and intent. Churches
must honor statements made about how gifts will be
used in their charitable gift appeals. A giver’s intent
relates both to what was communicated in the appeal
and to any instructions accompanying the gift, if
accepted by the church. Stewardship appeals should
not create unrealistic expectations of what a gift will
actually accomplish.
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• Charitable gift communication. Churches should
issue appropriate charitable gift acknowledgments
according to tax law guidelines and must refrain from
issuing gift acknowledgments for transactions that do
not represent charitable gifts.
• Acting in the best interest of givers. A church should
not knowingly accept a gift from a giver (or enter into a
contract with a giver) that would place a hardship on
the giver or place the giver’s future well being in
jeopardy. In the context of major gifts, a church’s
representatives must seek to guide and advise givers to
adequately consider their broad interests.
• Percentage compensation for securing charitable
gifts. Churches should follow the widely accepted
ethical standard of not compensating staff (or outside
stewardship consultants, if applicable) based directly or
indirectly on a percentage of gifts raised. Percentagebased payments have the potential to place the selfinterest of the person raising the funds above the
giver’s interests.

CHECK YOUR FOUNDATION
Our church is truthful in stewardship
communications with givers.
Our church honors giver expectation
and intent.
Our church issues appropriate
charitable gift acknowledgments
according to tax law guidelines.
Our church acts in the best interest
of givers.
Our church does not compensate
staff or outside stewardship
consultants on a percentage of gifts
raised.
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Like a healthy diet that starts with good intentions but
ends before lunch on Monday, maintaining church
financial integrity requires a certain support system to be
successful in the long run. Accountability is that continued
support or “glue” needed to hold Building Blocks 1–5 of
church financial integrity firmly in place.
Churches should be appropriately accountable to their
members, congregants, and financial supporters.
Accountability may come in several forms:
• Third-party certification by independent organizations
such as ECFA
• Oversight by a denomination
• Governance by independent board members
• Obtaining outside financial and legal audits
• Internal checks and balances (through special
committees, etc.)
• Combination of some or all of the above
As noted above, one such model for accountability is
membership in ECFA (Evangelical Council for Financial
Accountability), an organization that certifies evangelical

churches and ministries for financial integrity. There are
currently more than 2,100 ECFA member organizations
across the United States, including churches, schools,
rescue missions, relief and development organizations,
and more. ECFA’s church members represent over 40 of
the nation’s largest and fastest growing churches as well
as 18 different denominations.
Churches may join ECFA, and have
the right to display ECFA’s seal of
accountability, after undergoing a
certification process that involves
verifying the church’s commitment to
high standards in the areas of
governance, financial management, and stewardship.
The building blocks discussed in this booklet are at the
core of ECFA’s standards.
Certification through ECFA not only helps support your
church in the accountability process, it can also serve as
a tangible sign to your congregation and the broader
community that your church takes its commitment to
financial integrity seriously.
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Take the next step in building your church’s financial
integrity today by visiting ECFA.org/Apply.
Interested in more information regarding this material?
Contact Michael Martin, ECFA Vice President, by calling
800-323-9473 or emailing Michael@ECFA.org.

Now it is required that those who have been given a trust must prove faithful.
1 Corinthians 4:2
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The Church Knowledge Center contains hundreds of documents on church finance, governance,
stewardship, and more. In addition, check out the ECFA website for special church webinars,
newsletters, and other practical learning opportunities.
ECFA-certified churches have full access to these resources as a membership benefit, while
ECFA friends are invited to access a basic level of Knowledge Center resources at no cost.

Now in publication for over two decades, the Zondervan Church and Nonprofit Tax & Financial
Guide and the Zondervan Minister’s Tax & Financial Guide are two of the most trusted tax and
financial reference guides for leaders of churches and other religious nonprofit organizations.
These companion resources written by ECFA staff Dan Busby, Vonna Laue, John Van Drunen, and
Michael Martin are designed to provide up-to-date information in an easy-to-understand format on
key issues affecting churches and nonprofits and the ministers serving them.
To order these helpful resources, visit ECFA.org

Other ECFAPress Books
in the Church Series
10 Essentials of Forming a Church
Churches form to give followers of Christ the
opportunity to worship together, grow in faith, and
meet the needs of the local community. There are
also practical legal and financial consequences
that arise when organizing a church. This book
provides an overview of the ten most fundamental
issues to consider when starting a new church.

10 Essentials of Taxes for Ministers
This book provides a cogent overview of the ten
most basic fundamentals of clergy tax. Clergy
who understand these ten fundamentals will have
a better understanding of the Federal tax issues
impacting them. Some of these crucial issues
include the clergy housing allowance, expense
reimbursements, social security tax, and more.

10 Essentials of the Minister’s
Housing Exclusion
10 Essentials of Social Security
for Ministers
Social security tax is one of the most complicated
issues for many clergy in the U.S. It all starts with
two types of social security—and a minister might
be subject to both types of social security in the
same tax year. The tax forms do not provide a
convenient way to calculate the amount subject to
social security tax. Understanding these ten
fundamentals provides a good grasp of the social
security basics that are often puzzling to ministers.

The minister’s housing exclusion provides an income
tax advantage to nearly every minister—in some
instances ministers can save thousands of dollars
per year using this tax provision. Maximizing this
benefit requires coordination with the church,
keeping good records of housing expenses, and
applying the housing exclusion limits provided in the
tax law. If you understand these essentials, you will
have a sound understanding of the housing
exclusion basics for ministers.
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10 Essentials of Giver-Designated Gifts
to Churches

5 Essentials to Excellence in
Reimbursing Ministerial Expenses

Givers often make gifts to churches for specific
purposes and many of these gifts are in response
to resource-raising opportunities shared by
churches. These gifts, often called “designated”
or “restricted,” must be expended consistently
with giver intent. This booklet outlines the way
churches can handle giver-restricted gifts with
integrity.

How a church handles the payment of business
expenses incurred by staff speaks volumes about
the integrity of the church. Adequate
substantiation is the starting point to qualify
business expense reimbursements for tax-free
treatment. This booklet covers the steps for
churches to maximize stewardship for both the
church and staff.

10 Essentials of Cash Gift
Acknowledgments

10 Essentials of Allocating
Church Expenses

It is a privilege for churches to express
appreciation to givers for their generosity.
Thanking givers for their contributions seems
simple. But it is often not so. The complexity
comes because U.S. tax law only allows
charitable deductions for certain gifts, and
charitable gift acknowledgments must meet strict
substantiation requirements. This booklet guides
a church through these challenging issues.

Categorizing church expenses into program,
administrative, and resource-raising categories is
required when financial statements are prepared by
independent CPAs. In other situations, a functional
expense presentation can help readers of church
financial statements to understand how the church
spends its resources. This booklet helps churches
walk through the expense allocation process.
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10 Essentials of Church Accounting

10 Essentials of Church Budgeting

The accounting for church financial resources is
the basis for accurately documenting revenue
and expense. A sound accounting system
provides the data to determine if a church is
on track in comparison to the budget. The
consistent recording of accounting data reveals
financial trends and allows comparison to
previous years. This booklet covers the basics
for optimizing the church accounting system.

Preparing and utilizing budgets for a church is not
as easy as it might seem. There may be several
types of budgets: operating, cash, and capital.
Budgets provide the guardrails to build cash
reserves and keep expenses within certain limits,
and assure there is adequate cash to pay operating,
mortgage, and capital expenses. This booklet
provides the keys to maximize the benefits from
church budgets.

10 Essentials of Noncash Gift
Administration

10 Essentials of Church Internal Controls

Most gifts to churches are in an electronic form
with some additional gifts coming in the form of
checks and currency. Noncash gifts—gifts of
stock, real estate, other property, plus gifts of
services—are often very helpful to fulfill a church’s
mission. Most of these gifts are tax-deductible, but
some are not. This booklet is helpful in addressing
accounting and charitable gift receipting of
noncash gifts.

Internal controls are the procedures and practices
implemented to help churches achieve their mission.
They promote efficiency, reduce the risk of financial
loss, help ensure financial reports are accurate, and
establish compliance with laws and regulations. This
booklet helps churches find an appropriate balance
between effective controls and operational
effectiveness.
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10 Essentials of Church Internal Audits

10 Essentials of Avoiding Church Fraud

While larger churches often have an external
audit by a Certified Public Accountant, many
churches find it challenging to pay for these
external services. Yet, very few of them conduct
an internal audit, missing an excellent
opportunity to demonstrate accountability in
handling God’s resources. This booklet provides
the basic steps to conduct a church internal
audit and provide oversight for church resources.

Fraud and misuse of church resources can create
sensational news and cause a diminished witness
for Jesus Christ. While it is almost impossible to
eliminate all fraud, churches should find a
reasonable balance between preventive efforts
and risks. This booklet helps churches understand
how to identify fraud risks and implement fraud
prevention.

10 Essentials of Church Cash Reserves

10 Essentials of Church Fringe Benefits

Adequate cash reserves are necessary for a
church to pay its obligations on time in spite of
fluctuations in monthly revenue. Still, developing
and maintaining appropriate cash reserves is
often one of the most overlooked and misunderstood issues for a church. This booklet provides
an overview of the different types of reserves and
how a church may achieve them.

Fringe benefits are taxable and must be included
in the recipient’s taxable pay except for those the
law specifically excludes. Therefore, it is
important for churches to design fringe benefit
plans to model stewardship for the church and
structure fringe benefit plans to allow employees
to maximize compensation. This booklet will help
you understand how to effectively use fringe
benefits.
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8 Essentials of Compensating
Ministers

10 Essentials for Excellence in
Related-Party Transactions

Setting the compensation of church leaders
should meet high standards that will enhance
our Christian witness. These standards include
utilizing comparability data to ensure reasonable
compensation, approving compensation
independently of the person whose compensation is being set, and properly documenting
compensation, including fringe benefits. This
booklet covers all of this and much more.

Conflict of interest situations are common with
churches—when a person who is responsible for
promoting church interests is involved at the same
time in a competing personal interest. A church
should only enter into related-party transactions if
strict guidelines are met. Even then, the risk of
misperceptions may cause church leaders to
choose to avoid related-party transactions.

10 Essentials of Church Financial
Reporting

10 Essentials of Church IRS Filings

Church financial reporting is important in several
respects. Monthly financial reporting to the
church governing board is an important part
of accountability. Periodic, especially annual,
reporting to the congregation is often used.
Reporting to givers on special projects is
another opportunity. This booklet covers the
basic on meaningful church financial reporting.

Almost every church is required to make certain
filings with the IRS, such as quarterly payroll tax
returns and W-2s. But there are other filings with the
IRS that may be required for churches. This booklet
helps church leaders understand if and when filings
are required with the IRS.
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10 Essentials of Church Financial
Leadership
Church financial leadership takes on many forms,
including budgeting, cash management, cash
reserves, debt management, financial reporting—
internal and external, financial filings and much
more. This booklet highlights these key
responsibilities for church leaders.
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